Gresham Lab Conference Policy

If you want to go to a conference you must:

- Submit an abstract and request an oral presentation
- Identify all possible sources of support (the meeting, department, university, GSA, microphone runner)
- Provide a short report of the conference highlights to the lab at the next lab meeting and share any written notes in /Gresham_Lab_Share/Gresham_Lab_conference_notes
- If you present a poster, archive it here.

Support within NYU for PhD students to attend conferences comes from two sources:

- The Dean's student travel grant program
- The Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Biology (current policy here)

The lab can support the following:

- Travel (flights, train, bus)
- Registration
- Accommodation

The lab cannot support:

- Meals that are not part of the conference registration
- Taxi fares

Before registering for a conference talk to David about why you want to go, who will be there, what you plan to do, how it will be funded and what the expected cost for the lab will be.

Recurring conferences that are relevant to work in the lab include:

- The GSA Yeast Meeting
- Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution
- The RNA Society Meeting
- The EMBL Yeast Evolution Meeting
- GRC Molecular Mechanisms in Evolution
- GRC Microbial Population Biology
- CSHL Eukaryotic mRNA Processing